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Paperback: 372 pages
English
Size: 6" x 9"
ISBN 978-1-936277-40-7

Amateur to IM: Proven Ideas and Training
Methods
by Johathan Hawkins
$ 29.95

International Master Jonathan Hawkins was a relatively slow starter in the world of
chess.Learning the game at the age of eight, he was a keen junior who won a
number of local tournaments. But by his own admission, ‘by the time I was in my
mid-teens my age-to-playing-strength ratio was distinctly average.’
He started to study chess very seriously in his late teens and achieved a rapid rise
through the ranks. He became a FIDE Master in 2008 and earned the title of
International Master in 2010. 2011 brought Jonathan two Grandmaster norms. One of
them was earned at the super-strong British Championship, in which he outscored
numerous Grandmasters to share third place.
How did Jonathan Hawkins manage to go from being an average tournament
competitor to a player on the brink of clinching the Grandmaster title? It took just
three years for him to become a FIDE Master, an International Master and to achieve
his first two Grandmaster norms.
The secret was knowing what to study and how to learn as efficiently as possible.
Focusing his attention firmly on the endgame, Jonathan devised a number of building
blocks and identified a number of very important areas of study. The result of his
hard work was a meteoric rise through the ranks, as he became firmly established as
a prominent GM killer on the English tournament circuit.
These pages reveal the secrets of his notebooks for the first time. IM Hawkins
presents special material aimed to help you become a much better practical player,
one armed with a deeper understanding of key aspects of chess.
A careful study of the lessons presented in this book should enable the chess student
to gain a significant improvement in both performance and rating.
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Paperback: 192 pages
English
ISBN-10: 9781936277049
ISBN-13: 978-1936277049
ASIN: 1936277042
Size: 5.5 x 8.5 inches

The Improving Annotator: From Beginner
to Master
by Dan Heisman
$19.95

Annotating your own games can help you to play better chess. By examining the
choices you made during the game – and how they turned out – you can pinpoint the
flaws in your thinking process so that you can work on them.
Chess master, author, and renowned teacher Dan Heisman shows you the whys and
the hows of annotating your games. Using entertaining clashes from four decades of
tournament play, Heisman traces his own development as a player and analyst,
illustrating how his method works in practice.
Adding recent games and new comments that shed light on his original annotations,
in this revised and expanded edition of The Improving Annotator the author explores
the benefits and pitfalls of letting computers do our thinking for us, and explains the
best way to use them for analysis.
Also by Dan Heisman is The Improving Chess Thinker (Mongoose Press; Original
edition December 1, 2009)
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Hardcover 240 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1-936277-32-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-936277-32-2
Size: 6" x 9" trim

The Amazing Chess Adventures of Baron
Munchausen
by Amatzia Avni
$ 21.95

The legendary Baron Munchausen was famous for telling incredible stories about his
astounding happenings and astonishing feats. Munchausen was both a fearless, bold
adventurer and a fun, inspiring companion.
Now, imagine the Baron playing chess!
This book presents a series of extraordinary chess tales, describing Munchausen's
captivating chess adventures, as told by the great Baron to Amatzia Avni, his diligent
biographer. Prepare to be amazed as the Baron engages in chess battles with a range
of extraordinary creatures and characters, some of them -- quite literally -- out of this
world!
The reader will accompany Munchausen to Heaven and to Hell; watch him play on a
full board and on half a board; in simultaneous exhibitions, Internet and live chess;
battling on land, sea and in the air; outsmarting a Cyclops; conversing with a talking
horse and much more.

The Amazing Chess Adventures of Baron Munchausen is a compendium of the
very best episodes first seen in the British periodical CHESS Monthly , together with
a plethora of previously unpublished tales. Instructive, entertaining and sometimes
simply baffling, the Baron's adventures are guaranteed to enrich the chess lives of all
chess fans.

About the Author
Amatzia Avni is an Israeli psychologist, specializing in the fields of training and
personnel selection. He holds the FIDE Master title in both over-the-board chess and
composition. A former editor of the Israeli chess Magazine Schahmat and a frequent
contributor to various chess magazines and websites, the author has written a
number of original, thought-provoking and entertaining chess books,
including Creative Chess (1991, 1997) and The Grandmaster's Mind (2004).
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Paperback: 272 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277018
ISBN-13: 978-1936277018
Size: 6" x 9"

Chess Blueprints: Planning in the
Middlegame
by Nikolay Yakovlev
$ 24.95

Planning is critical to winning in chess. While other writers offer you thinking tools for
building an effective plan, in Chess Blueprints: Planning in the Middlegame Nikolay
Yakovlev gives you the bricks – the positional themes and patterns that you need to
know in order to make use of those fancy tools.
With 188 positions and 559 diagrams ranging from the classics to little-known gems
of Russian chess, the author challenges you to form your own impression and then
see how the masters honed in on the key elements to achieve victory, or neglected
them and went down to defeat.
Should you castle, or press the attack? Are rolling center pawns worth a piece? Where
does determination end and obstinacy begin? Far from a dry listing of ideas and
examples, Chess Blueprints: Planning in the Middlegame is a rich collection of
strategic tips and psychological advice to help you conduct the attack, defeat your
opponent’s aggression, and cash in on a tiny endgame advantage.

About the Author
Nikolay Yakovlev has been a professional chess teacher in St. Petersburg, Russia, for
more than 25 years. His students include the 2006 Russian champion, GM Evgeny
Alekseev, and many participants in the Russian and World Junior Championship
competitions. Author or co-author of thirty books, he holds the title of International
Master from the International Correspondence Chess Federation.
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Paperback: 176 pages
English
ISBN-10: 978-1936277025
ISBN-13:
Size: 6" x 9"

Capablanca: A Primer of Checkmate
by Frisco Del Rosario
$ 19.95

José Raúl Capablanca is renowned for his exquisite positional play and flawless
endgame technique. But “The Chess Machine” was also a master of that other way to
deliver mate: the attack on the enemy king.
In this groundbreaking work, award-winning chess coach and author Frisco Del
Rosario shines a long-overdue light on this neglected aspect of Capablanca’s record.
He illustrates how the Cuban genius used positional concepts to build up irresistible
king hunts, embodying the principles of good play advocated by the unequaled
teacher, C.J.S. Purdy. The author also identifies an overlooked checkmate pattern –
Capablanca’s Mate – that aspiring attackers can add to the standard catalogue in
Renaud and Kahn’s The Art of the Checkmate . As Del Rosario shows, Capablanca
has inspired not only generations of players, but also many of the classics of chess
literature.
Easy to read but chock-full of advice for study and practical play, Capablanca: A
Primer of Checkmate fills a gaping hole in our understanding of the third World
Champion.

About the Author
Frisco Del Rosario is an award-winning chess teacher and author, and 2009
champion of the Kolty Chess Club in Silicon Valley, California.
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Hardcover: 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277077
ISBN-13: 978-1936277070
Size: 6 x 9 inches

Chess Camp: Volume 1
by Igor Sukhin
$11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the parents and coaches
who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key concepts, and then progressing to
more complex positions, the student will learn by doing, methodically integrating new information with
previous knowledge while building effective thinking habits at the board.
In this first volume, Move, Attack, and Captur e, the student will discover how the chess pieces
move; start to get a feel for the chessboard; learn to look for threats, captures, and elementary
tactics; and develop an understanding of what each piece can do for his or her position – and against
the opponent’s.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach children. His
books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the Russian Department of
Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess Country (also
published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100 titles, with over a million copies
currently in print.
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Hardcover: 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 9781936277087
ISBN-13: 978-1936277087
ASIN: 1936277085
Size: 6 x 9 inches

Chess Camp: Volume 2
by Igor Sukhin
$ 11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the parents and coaches
who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key concepts, and then progressing to
more complex positions, the student will learn by doing, methodically integrating new information with
previous knowledge while building effective thinking habits at the board.
The second volume in this series, Simple Checkmates, contains 618 structured problems, exercises,
and fun puzzles that will help the student to: 1) learn basic checkmate patterns in the opening,
middlegame, and endgame; 2) see when checkmate is imminent; and 3) understand that material
isn’t everything, as just a few pieces can defeat a whole opposing army.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach children. His
books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the Russian Department of
Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess Country (also
published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100 titles, with over a million copies
currently in print.
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Hardcover: 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277093
ISBN-13: 978-1936277094
Size: 6 x 9 inches

Chess Camp: Volume 3
by Igor Sukhin
$ 11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the parents and coaches
who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key concepts, and then progressing to
more complex positions, the student will learn by doing, methodically integrating new information with
previous knowledge while building effective thinking habits at the board.
In Checkmates with Many Pieces , the third volume in the series, the student will: 1) find his or
her way to mate in more complex positions; 2) start to learn the chess openings and their respective
typical checkmating scenarios; 3) begin to apply basic tactical tools such as the pin, discovered check,
and double check; and 4) see the great difference that small changes can make in a position.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach children. His
books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the Russian Department of
Education. The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess Country
(also published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100 titles, with over a million
copies currently in print.
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Hardcover 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1-936277-27-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-936277-27-8
Size: 6" x 9"

Chess Camp Volume 4, Elementary
Endgames
By Igor Sukhin
$ 11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the
parents and coaches who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key
concepts, and then progressing to more complex positions, the student will learn by
doing, methodically integrating new information with previous knowledge while
building effective thinking habits at the board.
In this fourth volume, Elementary Endgames , the student will: 1) learn how to
deliver fundamental checkmates such as a king and a rook against a lone king; 2)
discover how to avoid stalemating the opposing king, and how to induce stalemate
when threatened with checkmate; and 3) develop not only an understanding of
concepts such as passed pawns and king opposition, but also a sense of confidence in
the final phase of the game.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach
children. His books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the
Russian Department of Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess
Country (also published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100
titles, with over a million copies currently in print.
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Hardcover 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1-936277-28-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-936277-28-5
Size: 6" x 9"

Chess Camp Volume 5, Two Move
Checkmates
By Igor Sukhin
$11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the
parents and coaches who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key
concepts, and then progressing to more complex positions, the student will learn by
doing, methodically integrating new information with previous knowledge while
building effective thinking habits at the board.
In Two-Move Checkmates, the fifth volume in the Chess Camp series, the student
will be introduced to the elements of planning, aiming at a goal beyond the current
move; start to understand the need to consider the opponent’s possible defenses;
practice visualizing the board more than one move ahead; and discover the seemingly
paradoxical idea of winning by sacrificing material.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach
children. His books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the
Russian Department of Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess
Country (also published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100
titles, with over a million copies currently in print.
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Hardcover 116 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1-936277-29-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-936277-29-2
Size: 6" x 9"

Chess Camp Volume 6, Tactics in Attack
and Defense
By Igor Sukhin
$ 11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the
parents and coaches who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key
concepts, and then progressing to more complex positions, the student will learn by
doing, methodically integrating new information with previous knowledge while
building effective thinking habits at the board.
Volume 6, Tactics in Attack and Defense, presents 618 problems and exercises
introducing the advancing student to more complex tactical themes such as skewers,
deflection, the trapped piece, and removing the guard; and illustrating key defensive
techniques including perpetual check, interposition, and the counterattack.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach
children. His books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the
Russian Department of Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess
Country (also published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100
titles, with over a million copies currently in print.
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Hardcover; 116 pages
English
ISBN 978-1-936277-30-8
ISBN 1-936277-30-1
6" x 9"

Chess Camp Volume 7, Opening Tactics
By Igor Sukhin
$ 11.95

Chess Camp is a new training system for beginning chessplayers, and for the
parents and coaches who teach them. Starting with simple problems to illustrate key
concepts, and then progressing to more complex positions, the student will learn by
doing, methodically integrating new information with previous knowledge while
building effective thinking habits at the board.
The seventh volume in this series, Opening Tactics, sets problems in more lifelike
conditions, as they arise from standard openings and the winning tactical idea is not
given away. Thus, the student will: 1) enhance his or her ability to think
independently in real positions; 2) start to absorb typical themes from the chess
openings; and 3) learn the need to take the opponent’s threats into account.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for more than two decades to teach
children. His books have been selected repeatedly as recommended reading by the
Russian Department of Education.
The author of the acclaimed children’s chess book Gary’s Adventures in Chess
Country (also published by Mongoose Press), Sukhin has written more than 100
titles, with over a million copies currently in print.
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Hardcover 304 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1-936277-31-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-936277-31-5
Size: 7.5" x 9.5"

Chess is Child’s Play: Teaching
Techniques That Work
By Laura Sherman and Bill Kilpatrick
$ 19.95

Chess is Child's Play is a book written by parents, for parents. It is written for
YOU!
Chess is one of the oldest strategy games known to man. Studies show that children
who learn chess at an early age gain such valuable life skills as:
Problem-solving ability
Enhanced imagination
Improved patience and focus
Greater self-confidence.
Chess educators Laura Sherman and Bill Kilpatrick have created an easy, step-bystep method for teaching chess that parents of all skill levels can use to
teach children of any age. You don't have to know how to play in order to
use the system. This book will teach you the game, while showing you how to teach
your child to play. You will learn together.
Chess makes children smarter. Give your child an advantage in life and teach him or
her to play today!

About the Authors
Laura Sherman founded Your Chess Coach, with her husband, Dan
Sherman, teaching chess to children through various schools.
Bill Kilpatrick, founder of several professional specialty schools, brings an
entrepreneurial spirit to chess coaching. Together they provide consulting around the
globe helping improve the ability of coaches, parents and educators to teach chess to
children.
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Paperback: 244 pages
English
ISBN-10: 0979148278
ISBN-13: 978-0979148279
6" x 9"

Diary Of A Chess Queen
by Alexandra Kosteniuk
$ 24.95

Women’s World Chess Champion Alexandra Kosteniuk chronicles her rise to the top of the chess
world in this introspective autobiographical work. Drawing from personal diaries kept during her youth,
Kosteniuk takes the reader from the very dawn of her career as a child star in Russia, through
triumph and disappointment, and finally to the pinnacle of success on the black-and-white battlefield.
Along the way, we are treated to much more than an inside look into how a grandmaster approaches
the royal game: we also learn the unique challenges posed to a young woman pulled at once by the
diverging demands of professional chess, the glamour of the modeling lifestyle, and the joys of love
and family life.
Part memoir and travelogue, part game collection, Diary of a Chess Queen features a selection of
64 annotated games with a wide range of world-class competitors, including male super-GM Sergey
Karjakin and former female world champions Zhu Chen and Antoaneta Stefanova.

About the Author
Fashion model, wife and mother, Alexandra Kosteniuk became the female European chess champion
in 2004 and the Russian women’s titleholder in 2005, then prevailed in the final match for the
women’s world championship in 2008.
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Paperback: 156 pages
English
ISBN-10: 9781936277117
ISBN-13: 978-1936277117
ASIN: 1936277115
6" x 9"

The Gambit Files:
    Tactical Themes to Sharpen Your Play
by Bill Harvey
$ 15.95

Sharpen your sword! Puzzle king Bill Harvey presents 237 violent positions from 15 gambit variations
– ranging from the rare Lisitsin and the neglected Blumenfeld, to the popular Milner-Barry and the
fashionable Gajewski – where one side is poised to deliver the final blow.
Studying typical tactics is one of the best ways to get to know an opening: you will discover the traps
and the pitfalls, develop both a sense of danger and a feel for opportunities, and learn to stay always
on the alert. In The Gambit Files, the author surveys the common tactical motifs for each variation,
and then inivites you to hone your cut-and-thrust skills with thematic puzzles.
Whether you’re looking to breathe new life into your current openings or to overhaul your repertoire,
The Gambit Files will help you to slay your opponents faster and with confidence.

About the Author
A veteran of hundreds of tournaments in online, postal and over-the-board competition, Bill Harvey
has taught chess in schools for a dozen years in the Washington, D.C. area, and edited two chess
puzzle columns.
Harvey is the webmaster of http://wtharvey.com where readers can find 10,000 critical positions from
historical and modern games with a quick link to the solution. This is his first book.
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Hardcover: 152 pages
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0979148227
ISBN-13: 978-0979148224
8.5" x 11"

Gary's Adventures in Chess Country
by Igor Sukhin
$ 23.95

For centuries, chess has been the world's most popular board game. But did you know that it can also
improve your child's ability to learn?
Studies have shown that by focusing on basic chess concepts, children as young as four can improve
their reasoning and develop their problem-solving abilities.

Gary's Adventures in Chess Country is designed to help children delve into the world of chess
through an engaging adventure story. Spirited away by a mysterious young girl on a magic tricycle,
Gary is taken to Chess Country, where he learns the rules of chess and the fundamentals of chess
tactics.
By following Gary on his adventures--and by solving engaging puzzles alonside him--your child will
have a unique opportunity to improve focus, memory and critical thinking skills, all while having fun.

About the Author
Igor Sukhin has been using the game of chess for over 20 years to teach children. The Russian
Department of Education has repeatedly bestowed Sukhin with one of Russia's highest honors by
selecting his books a recommended reading. He is the author of Chess Gems and the Chess Camp
series (also published by Mongoose Press).
Sukhin is the author of more than 100 titles with over a million copies currently in print.
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Paperback: 224 pages
English
ISBN-10: 0979148235
ISBN-13: 978-0979148231
5.5" x 8.5"

The Genius and the Misery of Chess
by Zhivko Kaikamjzov
$ 19.95

We are used to reading about glorious feats by chess masters from the past, but we often are
unaware that chess drove some unfortunate ones to nervous breakdowns, asylums, and poorhouses.
In contrast, the lives of child prodigies, the wunderkinds of chess, typically have overflowed with
success - these prodigies have achieved unbelievable sports feats at a very young age. Yet,
sometimes the promising trajectory of the wunderkind clashes with fate, leaving the youngster to take
on the unfortunate plight of a martyr, too.
This book recounts all of these stories - the woe of the aged master, the triumph of the prodigy, the
sometime reversal of fortune in the other extreme. From as-Suli of the ninth century to Magnus
Carlsen of the twenty first - the triumphs and tragedies that shaped their lives.

About the Author
Zhivko Kaikamjzov, author of 33 chess books, was born in 1931 in Dobrich (Bulgaria) and
graduated from the Sofia Institute of Economics. Chess master Zhivko established the first Bulgarian
chess school for children in his home town in January of 1962.
Kaikamjozov is well-known in the chess world, particularly to his students; including grandmasters
Velikov, Spassov, and Voiska, as well as Topalov's manager Silvio Danailov.
He was the manager of Bulgarian chess federation in the 1980s, and is an international arbiter,
elected President of the East-European zone of FIDE and became a member of the FIDE Central
Committee in 1986; one of the referees of the world title match Kasparov vs. Karpov in London
(1990); an editor of the Bulgarian chess magazine Chess Thought and has been a journalist since
the mid 1990s.

The Genius and the Misery of Chess is his latest offering.
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Paperback: 532 pages
English
ISBN-10: 0979148219
ISBN-13: 978-0979148217
6" x 9"

The Complete Hedgehog: Volume 1
by Sergey Shipov
$ 29.95

The Hedgehog is a thoroughly modern defense where flexibility and understanding trump rote
memorization. Using deeply annotated critical games from international practice, GM Sergey Shipov
traces the Hedgehog's development - from its origins as a way to avoid well-trodden paths to its
current status as a respected weapon in Black's armory. The Hedgehog has been adopted by the likes
of Tal, Larsen, Adams, Kasparov, Kamsky, and Karpov.
Drawing on decades of experience playing this defense, Shipov has put together much more than a
simple opening manual full of variations. The author meticulously explains strategic themes, typical
formations, move-order subtleties, and explores the thorny question: Is the Hedgehog a "theoretically
sound" opening - and does that really matter?
Along the way, the reader gets to see the mind of a grandmaster hard at work, and is treated to a
lesson on one of the most important skills in chess: how to evaluate a position. Shipov shares his
approach to chess and life, and his passion for both, in this entertaining, philosophical, and highly
readable work.

About the Author
Russian GM Sergey Shipov is a highly respected author and trainer, best known for his live online
commentary at top international chess tournaments.
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Paperback: 584 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277220
ISBN-13: 978-1936277223
6" x 9"

The Complete Hedgehog: Volume 2
by Sergey Shipov
$ 29.95

The Hedgehog lives! GM Sergey Shipov concludes his monumental investigation of this
counterattacking system for Black with in-depth coverage of formations arising from 1.e4 and 1.d4.
Sparing no effort to discover best play for both sides, he presents White’s most promising plans and
breathes new life into variations that – according to theory – had turned the Hedgehog into an
endangered species.
Like its companion volume focusing on the English Opening, this is no dry reference manual, but a
labor of love and a lively exposition of the opening’s strategic basis and typical tactical ideas. Along
the way, the reader is treated to the author’s wide-ranging observations on such topics as the
usefulness of computers in opening analysis; the dangers of narrow thinking; and the value of
optimism to a chessplayer’s rating.
The Hedgehog is an unconventional opening requiring unconventional treatment by both Black and
White. Sit down with one of its foremost experts and learn how elite players including Fischer, Karpov,
and Judit Polgar honed it into a formidable weapon.

About the Author
Russian GM Sergey Shipov is a highly respected author and trainer, best known for his live online
commentary at top international chess tournaments. He is the author of The Complete Hedgehog,
Vol. 1 (Mongoose Press, 2010).
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Hardcover: 256 pages
English
ISBN-10: 097914826X
ISBN-13: 978-0979148262
6" x 9"

Masters of Technique:
    The Mongoose Anthology of Chess Fiction
Edited by Howard Goldowsky
$ 24.95

Masters of Technique: The Mongoose Anthology of Chess Fiction is the first chess fiction
anthology of contemporary stories, ever published. Mongoose Press has collected the best work from
twelve of the most talented chess fiction writers of the past decade. In these rich and compelling
stories, chess shines as a sophisticated metaphor, and fans of the game will applaud how chess is
woven with technical accuracy into every narrative. To celebrate this historic achievement, chess
fiction expert, Professor Mark N. Taylor has written an entertaining and erudite foreword. Every fiction
lover with an interest in chess, either serious or en passant, should not pass on this opportunity to be
entertained.
All profits from Masters of Technique: The Mongoose Anthology of Chess Fiction , help support
multiple chess charities.
Howard Goldowsky is an avid chess fan and student of the game. He lives in Canton, MA, with his
wife Marci, daughter Erika, and son Tyler. In his spare time he works as a freelance chess journalist.
His first book, Engaging Pieces: Interviews and Prose for the Chess Fan , was published by
Daowood & Brighton, in 2007.
With a Forword by Mark Taylor
Mark N. Taylor is an Associate Professor of English at Berry College and senior editor of the awardwinning Georgia Chess magazine. He has published articles on medieval and modern chess and
chess literature. He is currently preparing a comprehensive annotated bibliography of chess narratives
in English.
The list of contributors:
Katherine Neville

Stephen Carter

Michael Griffith

Paul Eggers

Wells Tower

Patrick Somerville

Edward Falco

Steven Levery

Michael Weinreb

John Wheatcroft

Katie Kitamura

Mark Coggins
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Paperback: 234 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277263
ISBN-13: 978-1936277261

NO PASSION FOR CHESS FASHION: Fierce Openings
For Your New Repertoire
234 pages covering 11 different openings
by A. Raetsky and M. Chetverik
$ 24.95

Professional grandmasters study the latest wrinkles of their favorite openings. They have time to think
about innovations in the Sicilian Najdorf, the Marshall Attack, or the Semi-Slav. It’s part of their job.
But club players can rarely afford such luxury, and an excellent way for them to beat their busy
schedules is to play good, solid opening lines that happen to be out of style.
GM Raetsky and IM Chetverik have turned their backs on current fashion and have delved deep into
the wardrobe of chess openings. These two opening specialists have selected eleven unusual
variations to help readers refresh their repertoires.
Using key illustrative games (many previously unpublished), the authors present a host of surprising
and accessible opening ideas. Never refuted, these openings have numbered World Champions among
their victims.
Will your opponents really be so well prepared for the Albin Countergambit? Can they find their way
against the tricky St. George Defense? Just how comfortable will fans of the Ruy Lopez feel when they
have to think for themselves on their fourth move? Setting fashions can be a lot more fun than merely
following them!

About the Authors
Grandmaster Alexander Raetsky and International Master Maxim Chetverik have
collaborated on numerous opening books. Their previous works have featured excellent, clear
explanations of the ideas behind the chess openings, and have given them a worldwide reputation as
top authors
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Hardcover: 100 pages
English
ISBN-10: 9781936277032
ISBN-13: 978-1936277032
ASIN: 1936277034
8.5" x 11"

Play Like a Girl! Tactics by 9 Queens
by Jennifer Shahade
$ 14.95

If you think that “playing like a girl” implies a timid, passive approach to chess, you’re in for a big
surprise! Jennifer Shahade showcases the slash-and-burn style of fifteen women, past and present,
who – much to their opponents’ chagrin – mastered the violent art of tactics.
An international constellation of feminine chess stars – from Women’s World Champion Alexandra
Kosteniuk of Russia to the American Abby Marshall and China’s teen prodigy Hou Yifan – headlines
this collection of 322 combinations, classified by theme and ordered by level of difficulty, and all
carried out by women players

Play Like A Girl!, the first book of its kind, is a collection of tactical positions from the world’s best
women chessplayers. Profiled players range from Hungary’s Judit Polgar, the best woman chessplayer
in history, to Abby Marshall, the teenager who became the first American girl to win the Denker High
School Tournament of Champions.
Chess lovers of all levels can enjoy the puzzles, as the difficulty goes all the way from one-move killer
blows to deep, complex combinations. The crushing tactics in this book show that “playing like a girl”
is something to aspire to!
When you purchase Play Like a Girl !, you're also helping charity. All author royalties go to the
Tucson-based non-profit organization, 9Queens. The book is edited by two-time U.S. Women's
Champion Jennifer Shahade, a co-founder of 9Queens.

About the Author
Jennifer Shahade is a two-time U.S. Women's Champion and a Woman Grandmaster. Jennifer is the
author of Chess Bitch: Women in the Ultimate Intellectual Sport, which profiles the lives of many of
the players featured in this book; and co-author of Marcel Duchamp: The Art of Chess. In 2005,
Shahade and Jean Hoffman co-founded 9 Queens (http://9queens.org), a non-profit organization that
promotes chess in those who are most in need of its benefits.
Shahade is editor of the official website of the U.S. Chess Federation, http://uschess.org. A resident of
Philadelphia, she also maintains a personal website at http://jennifershahade.com.
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Paperback 536 pages
English
6" x 9"
ISBN 978-1-936277-39-1

The Russian Endgame Handbook
Ilya Rabinovich
$ 29.95

An old Soviet quip has it that Western amateurs “play the opening like grandmasters,
the middlegame like experts, and the endgame like beginners.” Soviet-trained players
would fearlessly steer the game toward the final phase, confident of their superior
endgame skill. Ilya Rabinovich’s Russian Endgame Manual is a major reason for
this.
Rabinovich raises the beginner’s understanding of the endgame to a sophisticated
level, starting with elementary checkmates and then moving on to the principles for
handling complex endgames and advanced concepts in king-and-pawn endings, such
as the theory of corresponding squares. The author pays special attention to
frequently neglected endgame themes such as rook vs. pawns, rook vs. a minor
piece, and queen vs. rook.
First published in 1927 and updated in 1938, this classic work – featuring more than
four hundred instructive endings and over three hundred exercises for self-study –
served a generation of players at the height of the Soviet School’s dominance.
Mongoose Press now makes it available to the English-speaking public for the first
time.

About the Author
Ilya Rabinovich (1891-1942) was an early Soviet master from Leningrad (now St.
Petersburg). A five-time city champion, he tied for first place in the 1934/35 USSR
Championship and was the first Soviet player to compete outside the Soviet Union,
placing seventh at Baden-Baden, 1925.

Paperback
6" x 9"
ISBN 13: 978-1-936277-46-9
ISBN 10: 1-936277-46-8
Expects to ship, Feb. 2013

Best Play: A New Method to Find the
Strongest Move
by Alexander Shashin
$29.95

Famous Russian coach Alexander Shashin
presents a new approach to finding the best
move

With a foreword by Alexander Morozevich:
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Paperback 192 pages
English
ISBN-13: 978-1-9362774-45
5.5" x 8.5"

Simple Attacking Plans
by Fred Wilson
$ 14.95

“ The games are well chosen and the notes are clear and to the point.” – IM
John Donaldson
“ Simple Attacking Plans is a classic right from the get-go. The games are terrific in
their instructional value, and the way Wilson conceptualizes and explains the plans is
worth its weight in gold to intermediate players and their coaches. ” – Pete Tamburro,
Jr. (author of Learn Chess from the Greats)
------oOo-----“I had a fantastic position, but I couldn’t figure out what to do next!” Sound familiar?
If so, then Fred Wilson’s Simple Attacking Plans was written for you. The author
distills the complexities of mounting an offensive against your opponent’s king down
to four principles that lie at the root of most successful chess attacks.
Novice players and amateurs of intermediate strength will benefit from the
explanations of ideas and tips for practical play, all presented in an easy,
conversational style. More experienced competitors will appreciate this book as a
games collection featuring masterpieces of enterprising play – some of them never
before published.
------oOo-----Fred Wilson is a chess teacher, author, and owner of Fred Wilson Chess Books in New
York City. His previous works include A Picture History of Chess, 101 Questions
on How to Play Chess, and (with Bruce Alberston) 202 Checkmates for
Children, 303 Tricky Checkmates, and 303 Tricky Chess Tactics. In 2003, he
was voted Chess Journalist of the Year by the Chess Journalists of America.
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Paperback: 224 pages
English
ISBN-10: 0979148243
ISBN-13: 978-0979148248
5.5" x 8.5"

The Improving Chess Thinker
by Dan Heisman
$ 19.95

When a club player decides he wants to raise his rating to the next class level, he typically looks to
improve his middlegame or endgame understanding. Often, however, the true secret to improvement
lies not in studying additional chess material but in learning more powerful thinking process.

The Improving Chess Thinker provides representative thought processes from all classes of chess
players, highlights the differences between these levels, and provides insight to help players raise
their thinking process to the next level.
Full of helpful tips and principles, the Improving Chess Thinker is the result of over 40 years of
'think out loud' chess exercises given by one of the country's top chess instructors, Dan Heisman.
The range of subjects addressed includes everything from analysis and evaluation theory to time
management skills.
The instruction and lessons learned will aid players of all levels, from beginner to expert. The practical
advice will be useful not only for players striving to benefit their game, but also coaches looking for
new powerful teaching tools.

About the Author
Dan Heisman has been a full-time chess instructor and author since 1996. His Novice Nook column
at ChessCafé.com has been published continuously since 2001, and it has won multiple awards for its
quality of instruction. Heisman's question and answer show, The Renaissance Man, airs weekly on the
Internet Chess Club's chess.FM radio station. He is also the author of The Improving Annotator
(also published by Mongoose Press).
His students range from beginners to masters, and include radio personality Howard Stern.
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Hardcover 84 pages
English:
8.5" x 11"
ISBN 978-1-936277-36-0

Thinking With Chess: Teaching
Children Ages 5-14
by Alexey W. Root
$ 15.95

What’s the best way to teach chess to children? Thinking with Chess: Teaching
Children Ages 5-14 is a handbook for teachers, librarians, after-school instructors,
chess coaches, counselors, and parents that requires no prior knowledge of the game.
Both novices and veteran chess players can use its innovative lesson plans for
teaching groups of children.
InThinking with Chess, Dr. Alexey Root connects chess with skills important to
academic success, such as classifying, pattern recognition, decoding, creating, and
predicting. The book also introduces challenges for practicing divergent thinking and
puzzles for convergent thinking.

Thinking with Chess teaches not only the fundamentals of chess – the chessmen
and how they move, how to keep score, and where to play – but also tools useful in
winning games, such as double check and smothered checkmate.

About the author

Alexey W. Root was the 1989 U.S. Women’s Chess Champion and is a Woman
International Master. She has a Ph.D. in education from UCLA and is the author of
five previous books on chess in education. Thinking with Chess: Teaching Children
Ages 5-14 is her first book for Mongoose Press.
Dr. Root is a senior lecturer in the School of Interdisciplinary Studies at The University
of Texas at Dallas (UT Dallas). From 1999 to 2003, she served as associate director of
the UT Dallas Chess Program, home to one of the top college chess teams in the
world. Root currently teaches Chess Online courses for college credit via UT Dallas
eLearning. She lives in Denton, Texas.
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Paperback: 316 pages
English
6" x 9"
ISBN 978-1936277346

Winning Pawn Play in the
Indian Defense
Henrique Marinho
$ 24.95
This book first appeared in the original Portuguese
under the title, Maiorias Qualitativas nas Defesas
Índias (São Paulo: IBRASA, 2004, 2006). With this
edition, Mongoose Press now makes it available to
the English-speaking chess world.

The King’s Indian and Benoni defenses may look similar, but they lead to vastly
different strategies for each player. Why does White usually attack on the queenside
in the King’s Indian but on the kingside in the Benoni, while Black does the opposite?
Do you know when and where to launch your pawns forward, and when to rely on
piece play? Can you stop your opponent from blocking up the position? Are you
mystified by the subtle differences that totally change the game?
In Winning Pawn Play in the Indian Defenses, Henrique Marinho provides the
guideposts that you need to make your way through the forest of strategies and
variations in these popular modern openings. Aron Nimzowitsch’s neglected idea of
the “qualitative pawn majority” serves as the basic compass in the author’s systematic
exploration of the plans available to both White and Black, showing how typical Indian
pawn formations suggest each player’s strategicopportunities… and the consequences
of ignoring what the pawn structure tells you.
Fundamental positional lessons can get lost in the trees of variations. Marinho avoids
exhausting tactical analysis and keeps a laserlike focus on ideas, structures, and plans
in the nearly two hundred illustrative tournament games presented here,
supplemented by the novel use of 20 chess engine games to investigate alternative
plans in critical positions. You will learn not only to play either side of the king’s
fianchetto Indian defenses, but also to apply the tool of the qualitative majority to
any opening you play or face.
Includes a glossary of terms and an appendix applying these ideas to the most
important open game, the Ruy López.
Henrique Marinho is a physician and federal treasury auditor based in Curitiba, state
of Paraná, Brazil. Southern Brazil vice-champion in 1971 and a finalist in the Brazilian
Championship that same year, the author was champion of the city of Campinas,
state of São Paulo, in 1958 and 1964. Retired from active competition in 1983 to
investigate the theoretical aspects of chess, in 2003 Dr. Marinho helped to found the
Brazilian Academy of Chess and Culture in Curitiba.
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Paperback 328 pages
English
ISBN-13: 978-1-9362774-38
6" x 9"

World's Most Instructive Amateur
Game Book
by Dan Heisman
$ 24.95

Who says that you can’t learn from the games of amateurs? Renowned chess
instructor and writer Dan Heisman presents thirty games by intermediate-level
players, each one offering a rich variety of lessons in practical competitive play for all
chess enthusiasts.
The catalog of errors runs the gamut from taking too much (or too little!) time to
think, to shoddy calculation, cutting off analysis too soon, and ignoring the principles
of sound strategy. Using gentle humor, Coach Heisman gives a blow-by-blow account
and patiently dissects the players’ thinking process, offering tips for improving clock
management and making better decisions at the board.
Because the advantage can swing wildly back and forth, amateur games can be
entertaining as well as instructive. Heisman gives a choice selection of cases of chess
suicide, for the purpose of suggesting what the victim could have done to prevent
disaster. Learn from this – better them than you!
***
The author of ten previous books, National Master Dan Heisman has been a full-time
chess instructor since 1996. His “Novice Nook” column at Chess Café has received
numerous annual awards for Best Instruction from the Chess Journalists of America,
and in 2010 he was voted the CJA’s Chess Journalist of the Year.
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Paperback: 408 pages
English
ISBN-10: 0979148200
ISBN-13: 978-0979148200
6" x 9"

Wojo's Weapons: Winning With White, Volume 1
By Jonathan Hilton and Dean Ippolito
$ 29.95

The late Aleksander Wojtkiewicz – known as “Wojo” to his fans and followers – was one of the most
feared players of the White pieces in the U.S. tournament circuit. Using his dynamic, Catalan-based
opening repertoire, the “Polish Magician” won hundreds of tournaments from the 1990’s until his
untimely death in 2006. Now, Wojtkiewicz experts IM Dean Ippolito and NM Jonathan Hilton have
joined forces to produce the definitive “how-to” manual for learning Wojo’s repertoire with White after
1.Nf3 d5. Over the course of 75 fully annotated games – 40 of which were played by Wojo himself –
the authors make Wojtkiewicz’s strategies easily accessible to the chess public for the first time.

Wojo’s Weapons has plenty to offer chessplayers of all strengths: Club players looking to master an
efficient, safe, and practical White repertoire will benefit from this highly readable book. The authors
give full verbal explanations of each key idea, and brief recaps are provided at the end of annotated
games. Titled players will find full, up-to-date theoretical coverage of all the lines presented. The book
is packed with the authors’ own novelties and little-known ideas, and analysis of the Catalan given by
GM Boris Avrukh in 1.d4 is updated and improved. Finally, experts looking to achieve the master title
will benefit most from the thorough explanations of middlegame and endgame ideas provided in the
annotated games themselves. If you are looking to attain the level of positional maturity needed to
become a titled player, this book is for you.
Wojo’s Weapons is arranged so that ideas learned in the first chapters can be applied to your own
tournament practice right away – so if you think you’re ready to start winning the Wojo way, there is
no longer anything stopping you. This book is your tool to building a world-class repertoire and to
achieving positional mastery.

About the Authors
International Master Dean Ippolito is a 10-time All-America Team member and has won 13 national championship
titles. He has more than twenty years’ experience playing most of Wojtkiewicz’s systems from the White side. He is
currently working to earn the title of Grandmaster.
National Master Jonathan Hilton is an award-winning freelance journalist and the author of over one hundred
published articles on chess. He has a passion for Wojtkiewicz’s playing style and has relied on the Polish-American
star’s repertoire with the White pieces for the better part of a decade. His acclaimed six-part “How Wojo Won” series,
which premiered on Chess Life Online in 2006, was touted for its accessibility to club players.
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Paperback: 320 pages
English
ISBN-10: 1936277239
ISBN-13: 978-1936277230
6" x 9"

Wojo's Weapons: Winning With White Volume 2
By Jonathan Hilton and Dean Ippolito
$ 29.95

The late Aleksander Wojtkiewicz – known as “Wojo” to his fans and followers – was one of the most
feared players of the White pieces in the U.S. tournament circuit. Using his dynamic, Catalan-based
opening repertoire, the “Polish Magician” won hundreds of tournaments from the 1990’s until his
untimely death in 2006. Now, Wojtkiewicz experts IM Dean Ippolito and NM Jonathan Hilton have
joined forces to produce the definitive “how-to” manual for learning Wojo’s repertoire with White after
1.Nf3 d5. Over the course of 75 fully annotated games – 40 of which were played by Wojo himself –
the authors make Wojtkiewicz’s strategies easily accessible to the chess public for the first time.

Wojo’s Weapons has plenty to offer chessplayers of all strengths: Club players looking to master an
efficient, safe, and practical White repertoire will benefit from this highly readable book. The authors
give full verbal explanations of each key idea, and brief recaps are provided at the end of annotated
games. Titled players will find full, up-to-date theoretical coverage of all the lines presented. The book
is packed with the authors’ own novelties and little-known ideas, and analysis of the Catalan given by
GM Boris Avrukh in 1.d4 is updated and improved. Finally, experts looking to achieve the master title
will benefit most from the thorough explanations of middlegame and endgame ideas provided in the
annotated games themselves. If you are looking to attain the level of positional maturity needed to
become a titled player, this book is for you.
Wojo’s Weapons is arranged so that ideas learned in the first chapters can be applied to your own
tournament practice right away – so if you think you’re ready to start winning the Wojo way, there is
no longer anything stopping you. This book is your tool to building a world-class repertoire and to
achieving positional mastery.

About the Authors
International Master Dean Ippolito is a 10-time All-America Team member and has won 13 national championship
titles. He has more than twenty years’ experience playing most of Wojtkiewicz’s systems from the White side. He is
currently working to earn the title of Grandmaster.
National Master Jonathan Hilton is an award-winning freelance journalist and the author of over one hundred
published articles on chess. He has a passion for Wojtkiewicz’s playing style and has relied on the Polish-American
star’s repertoire with the White pieces for the better part of a decade. His acclaimed six-part “How Wojo Won” series,
which premiered on Chess Life Online in 2006, was touted for its accessibility to club players.

Paperback: 404 pages
ISBN-10: 193627745X
ISBN-13: 978-1936277452
6" x 9"
Expects to ship in Feb, 2013

Wojo's Weapons: Winning With White,
Volume 3
by Jonathan Hilton and Dean Ippolito
$29.95

The final, and eagerly awaited, volume of the series will complete the opening
repertoire for White according to Wojo.
The Grünfeld is one of the most topical openings in modern chess practice. Many club
players fear it, and top GMs often struggle to get an advantage when facing it as
White. But is it really a theoretically sound defense? In this third and final volume of
the acclaimed Wojo’s Weapons series, IM Dean Ippolito and NM Jonathan Hilton claim
to have found a sure route to an advantage against this opening.
Building on the repertoire of the late GM Aleksander Wojtkiewicz, the authors reveal
the fruits of a combined 35 years of Grünfeld analysis in the first 200 pages. Hilton,
himself a Grünfeld player, admits that Ippolito’s pet variation with the surprising
10.Qc2!? sets Black nearly insolvable problems in the open lines.
Much more than a Grünfeld monograph, however, Wojo’s Weapons III provides indepth coverage of other pesky openings such as the Dutch, the Old Indian, and the
Hedgehog, arming you with the knowledge needed to turn the tables on your
opponent and take him out of his comfort zone.
No matter what openings they play, chessplayers at any skill level can use Ippolito
and Hilton’s full-game coverage in Wojo’s Weapons III as a series of practical lessons
in strategic chess.
This ambitious repertoire project for White, which started with the 2009 release of the
first volume of Wojo’s Weapons, is now complete. The Grünfeld is one of the most
topical openings in modern chess practice. Many club players fear it, and top GMs
often struggle to get an advantage when facing it as White. But is it really a
theoretically sound defense? In this third and final volume of the acclaimed Wojo’s
Weapons series, IM Dean Ippolito and NM Jonathan Hilton claim to have found a sure
route to an advantage against this opening.
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The Zukertort System: A Guide for White and Black
by Grigory Bogdanovich
Foreword by Artur Yusupov
$ 24.95

Back to the future! Far from a dusty relic once played by great masters such as Rubinstein, Pillsbury,
and Bogolyubov, the Zukertort System now enjoys new life. Modern world-class players such as Artur
Yusupov, Teimour Radjabov, and Lázaro Bruzón have come to appreciate the Zukertort’s rich potential
and play it with confidence against strong opposition. The Zukertort System is a fully viable, dynamic
21st-century opening.
Often considered a variation of the better-known Colle System, the Zukertort stands proudly on its
own, offering White chances to launch a sharp kingside attack or to work up a slow squeeze on the
queenside. In this monograph by Zukertort practitioner IM Grigory Bogdanovich, players of the white
pieces will discover how to build on the assets of their position, while players of Black will learn how
to defend their territory. All along, the reader is treated to a positional manual on fundamental themes
such as hanging pawns, the isolated queen’s pawn, and sacrifices to open lines for attack.

About the Author
Zukertort System expert Grigory Bogdanovich is an International Master and professional chess
coach from Russia, based in Germany. He is the author of Play 2…Nf6! in the Sicilian (2009)

